
Maths
o Carefully weigh and measure the ingredients 

with an adult and make star shape biscuits. 
Count how many you have made?

o Count with the spaceships up to 10 and then 
count backwards from 10 – 0.

o Make a space ship rocket picture using squares, 
oblongs, circles and triangles.

o Zoom with the Number blocks and count and 
go to the moon!

o Now let’s help the number blocks  add up 
numbers up to 5
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Communication, Language and Literacy
o Listen to the story Whatever Next by Jill 

Murphy  and Aliens Love Underpants. Which 
story did you like best? Can you think of 5 
reasons why and tell an adult? 

o Look below at the picture and go on a 
journey into space. Write a story about your 
journey answering all the questions in the 
bubbles?

o Make a list of all the things you need to pack 
for your space trip.

o Can you squiggle on your bathroom tiles 
using shaving foam and draw the planets in 
the solar system.

Knowledge and Understanding
o Start a moon diary for the week and 

draw the shape of the moon in the sky 
every night. What changes do you see?

o Watch a rocket launch into space
o Can you make a plastic cup rocket 

launcher rocket launcher and test how 
high you can make it fly?

o Learn about the solar system. Did you 
find out some interesting facts to tell an 
adult?

o Explore the surface
of Mars on NASA’s
Curiosity rover

Expressive Arts and Design.
o Make a space ship using toilet rolls.
o Now  make a space land for your rocket using junk 

modelling from your recycle bin
o Sing along and learn about planets. Can you remember 

all their names?

Personal, Social and Emotional

o If you still need a little help relaxing at bedtime you 
might like to try the space sound meditation to help 
you unwind.

o You also might like to try some yoga to help you 
stretch and relax? Travel into space with cosmic kids 
yoga.

Physical
o Can you make a  jigsaw puzzle of the 

earth and the moon?

o Move like an astronaut in space to the 
music and follow a space trail in the 
garden. Remember to
move really slowly!

o Peg 10 pairs of underpants on the 
washing line and watch
out for aliens stealing 
them!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/makes/go-jetters-star-biscuits
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+space+songs&docid=608012870300599704&mid=62E98271508048A365AD62E98271508048A365AD&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/orchardtoys/f/pdf/spacerocketpicturecraftsheet.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/numberblocks-zoom-zoom-zoom
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/puzzles/numberblocks-adding-up-quiz
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=lego+dog+instructions+made+easy&&view=detail&mid=5F7F3211E0BAB7A5C9F45F7F3211E0BAB7A5C9F4&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=whatever+next+youtube&docid=607998224417292724&mid=E9A46C7A4CD8A2B050EBE9A46C7A4CD8A2B050EB&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=aliens+love+underpants+youtube&&view=detail&mid=73C29F0846A69C02641E73C29F0846A69C02641E&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tim+peake+launch+youtube&&view=detail&mid=4202226E7697FB73101F4202226E7697FB73101F&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.creativelittleexplorers.com/launching-rocket-robot-cup-craft-printable-stem-activity/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=solar+system+song+youtube&&view=detail&mid=25D84C70753C22C0BE5B25D84C70753C22C0BE5B&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=/videos/search?q%3Dsolar%2Bsystem%2Bsong%2Byoutube%26%26FORM%3DVDVVXX
https://experiments.withgoogle.com/access-mars
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/orchardtoys/f/pdf/kitchenrollrocket.pdf
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=space+songs+for+children+youtube&docid=608011637618905003&mid=327D5D7F3E69E0921224327D5D7F3E69E0921224&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
Bears.pptx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/radio/calming-sounds-spaceship?collection=radio-calming
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=cosmic+kids+yoga+space&view=detail&mid=1251A93086B75CA5F78A1251A93086B75CA5F78A&FORM=VIRE&PC=HCTS&cc=GB&setlang=en-GB&PC=HCTS&cvid=2bb67d019b5f42b69a5bf66158125a41&qs=AS&nclid=05A1B718AA824F6F8486C292C40CD759&ts=1589305706552
https://www.bbc.co.uk/games/embed/gsl9199rl3?exitGameUrl=https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/puzzles/space-jigsaw-puzzle?collection%3Djigsaws
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=space+music+youtube&docid=608040744612266243&mid=5B86A186A01B3119E8E65B86A186A01B3119E8E6&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


My Journey into Space

What do 
you see?

Where do 
you land?

Can you 
hear any 
sounds in 

space?

What does 
it look like?



Can you follow the 
rockets with your 

finger?


